Studio
Desk bed

Specialty Series

The Studio Desk is a great option that may be added to most of our
Studio Series Murphy Beds. The Studio Desk allows you to leave
items on your desk top while lowering your Wallbed. The desk
surface remains parallel with the floor during the entire lifting and
lowering process.
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DISAPPEARING DESKBED
STUDIO DESKBED

Bookcase

3 Drawer

Door & Drawer

3 Drawer
Wardrobe

Door & Drawer
Wardrobe

3 Drawer
Hutch

BUNK WALLBEDS

The Specialty Series of Wallbeds are
sure to bring the “Wow” factor to
your living space. This series
include functional book shelves and
desks that turn into beds, a bunk bed
option, and even a Murphy style bed
that goes over a couch to preserve
valuable seating space. This
collection clearly encapsulates the
“Cool Factor”.
BOOKCASE WALLBED

SOFA WALLBED

Door & Drawer
Hutch

Width options for side cabinets : 18”, 24”, 30”
Glass Door options for side cabinets : C - G
Upper Door options for side cabinets : B - C
Slide-out Night Tray options for side cabinets : A - G
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Bunk
Wallbeds

Murphy
Desk Bed

Murphy style bunk beds are a great solution for kids rooms,
fire stations, cabins, lodges and dormitories. These beds will
maximize your space with the highest quality craftsmanship
available on the market today.

The Murphy Desk Bed is what happens when necessity, utility and
design meet engineering. This beautifully functional bed is the
solution to so many of today’s modern space constraints. There is
no need to remove items from the desk to transition the Murphy
Desk Bed to the sleep position.

Bookcase
Wallbed

Sofa
Wallbed

This specialty bed provides the convenience of a Murphy Bed and
the storage of an integral bookcase in one unit. Your friends will be
amazed when you open this beautiful bookcase to reveal a
comfortable sleep space. This one is sure to impress.

The Sofa Murphy Bed is just one more way Wilding Wallbeds has
married both space saving with functionality. The Sofa Murphy Bed
solution allows the use of a Murphy Bed in a living room or
entertainment room without compromising valuable space for
seating.

